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A theoretical study of hole induced desorption
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A two-dimensional quantum mechanical model describing hole induced desorption is developed and
discussed. The model is used for a detailed study of hole induced molecular oxygen desorption and
dissociation dynamics on a silver surface. The O2–substrate interaction is described by four diabatic
semiempirical potential energy surfaces. These potentials describe physisorption of O2 on the
substrate together with two molecular ion states~superoxide and peroxide! and a dissociative
adsorption state. The model is used to correlate desorption and dissociation yields with various
parameters of the system such as: excitation scheme, substrate work function (fm) and isotope used
(Mad). In all cases examined, both desorption and dissociation channels were found to be active. It
is demonstrated that experimental measurements of the branching ratio between these two channels
and the variation of this ratio as a function offm andMad allows determination of the excitation
route induced by the hole. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70140-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In high pressure heterogeneous catalytic reactions t
is a large constant flux of impinging atoms or molecu
hitting the surface. One then wonders how this flux infl
ences a gas–surface reaction. Moreover, what perturba
are exerted on a reaction compared to a similar encou
studied under isolated conditions in ultrahigh vacuum. O
obvious perturbation is caused by a direct energy tran
from the colliding particle to an adsorbed molecule. Th
possibility has been widely studied both in the laboratory1–7

and in simulation.8–10 Indirect events are also possible, f
example, the impinging particle can induce creation of a h
if charge is transferred from the metal substrate. This h
can interact with a neighboring adsorbed molecule to ind
desorption or dissociation. This mechanism has been
gested by Lee, Rettner, and Auerbach,11,12who have demon-
strated that low energy atomic beams of H, O, and N indu
dynamic displacement of molecular adsorbates. Conside
the collider/adsorbate mass ratio, and the low energy of
projectile, the possibility of a direct collision induced desor
tion process is ruled out. Moreover, Nienhauseet al.13 have
found direct evidence for the creation of electron–hole pa
during adsorption of hydrogen atoms on Cu and Ag surfac
thus adding credibility to the hole induced displacem
mechanism.

In the present article, a theoretical model is construc
aimed at gaining insight into the mechanism involved in h
induced processes at metal surfaces. The system to be
eled is molecular oxygen adsorbed on a silver surface. M
lecular oxygen is known to exhibit negatively charged sta
on transition metal surfaces.14–17 The formation of a nearby
hole can promote the oxygen molecule from one char
state to another, thus leaving the adsorbed molecule
nonequilibrium geometry. The subsequent dynamics can
7590021-9606/99/111(16)/7593/6/$15.00
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ther lead to desorption or to dissociation. The purpose of
model is to study in detail the dynamical events induced
the hole and reveal the type of information one can obta

II. THE MODEL

Oxygen molecules adsorb on silver in two stable charg
states, peroxide and superoxide.14–17 These two states diffe
in the amount of negative charge transfered to the molec
where the peroxide is more negatively charged than the
peroxide. The amount of excess charge on the adsorba
located in an antibonding orbital, therefore the O–O bond
weakened and extended. The species are partially stabi
on the surface by an image potential, therefore the perox
has a stronger binding and shorter equilibrium distance al
the oxygen–metal coordinate compared with the superox
To complete the description of the O2–metal interaction,
these charged molecular states are coupled to two additi
states: one describes interaction of a neutral molecule w
the substrate~physisorption!, and the other state characte
izes dissociative adsorption. The calculations reported h
employ a set of four diabatic coupled model potential ene
surfaces~PES! describing three molecular states of oxyg
adsorbed onto a silver surface, and a fourth state that lea
dissociation. The model potential energy surfaces emplo
were described in great detail previously.18 The creation of
the hole is not considered explicitly in the present model
is assumed that the hole was created by a nearby ato
adsorbate impinging from the gas phase or by other me
such as excitation by a photon.

Within certain limits, the magnitude of the substra
work function can be manipulated experimentally~e.g.,
coadsorption of small amounts of electron donors or acc
tors!. It has been shown experimentally19–23 and
theoretically24–26that coadsorption of alkali metals with var
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ous molecular adsorbates can lead to changes in
molecule–substrate binding. These changes of the molec
binding energies were related to the charge transfer from
alkali atoms to the solid. This charge transfer results in mo
fication of the electronic structure in the neighborhood of
molecular adsorbate. Moreover, the charge density in
molecular states may also be modified by the presenc
alkali atoms. These changes in the molecule–surface bin
and charge distribution are expected to influence the equ
rium molecule–surface distance,r eq. To the best of our
knowledge, no direct experimental evidence of change inr eq

upon coadsorption were measured. However, recent deve
ments in computations of electronic structure can elucid
such changes.

Hence, the relative location of the potential wells in t
two charged molecular states can be manipulated experim
tally to some extent. Experimental manipulation of t
molecule–surface separation can induce changes in the
tion and shapes of the seams along which the diabatic
cross each other. It will be shown below that such chan
can markedly influence the dynamics of the hole induc
process.

The initial state of the process is assumed to corresp
to an adsorbed oxygen molecule in its most stable state
peroxide state. The hole can promote the initial state i
either the superoxide or into the physisorption states. T
transition is assumed to be a vertical electronic transit
with no nuclear geometry change. A schematic descriptio
the model is shown in Fig. 1.

Two coordinates are considered explicitly: the distan
of the molecular center-of-mass to the surface,z, and the
oxygen–oxygen bond distance,r. Starting initially in the per-
oxide state of the adsorbed O2, the two possible hole induce
excitations are: Franck–Condon transitions to the physis
tion state or to the superoxide state. This is described in
model by a vertical shift of the initial nuclear wave functio
from the peroxide well to the physisorption or superoxi
potentials~see Fig. 1!. These two excitation routes will b
designated as ‘‘per→phys’’ and ‘‘per→super.’’ A third pos-
sibility is that the molecular oxygen is located initially in th
superoxide state. The charge transfer to the hole at the
face will lead to excitation of the molecule into the phy

FIG. 1. A one-dimensional scheme describing the model.
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isorption state. The difference in equilibrium geometry of t
peroxide and superoxide states means that the vertical
sition to the physisorption state will be to a different regi
on the corresponding PES. The subsequent dynamics is
pected to exhibit new features. This excitation channe
designated as ‘‘super→phys.’’ After the vertical excitation
step, the dynamics is followed by solving the multichann
time dependent Schro¨dinger equation.18 Dynamical informa-
tion is extracted by following the accumulated flux27 in the
desorption (Fdes) and the dissociation (Fdis) channels as well
as by monitoring the projections of the wave function
each diabatic PES (Pi); see Fig.2.

III. RESULTS

The relaxation dynamics of the excited adsorbate is
pected to depend on the initial state and on the amoun
energy available by the hole. The maximum vertical tran
tion that can be induced by the hole is limited by the adso
tion energy of the impinging atom. Starting at the peroxi
potential well, the hole can induce a transition either to
physisorption state or to the superoxide state provided
the required energy for such transitions is available. Analy
of the dynamics associated with these possibilities may s
gest experimental ways to distinguish between the differ
mechanisms.

To achieve this goal, four scenarios representing diff
ent experimental conditions, were modeled for each of
three excitations schemes. The simulations examined the
fluence of the variation in peroxide–surface equilibriu
separation and isotopic substitution between16O2 and18O2.

Variation of these quantities was chosen since both
be varied experimentally to some extent. As discus
above, the position of the potential well representing the
teraction between the charged species and the substrate
be somewhat altered experimentally by changing the s
strate work function,fm . In the present study, the ‘‘normal’
equilibrium O2– Ag distance,r e , in the peroxide state is 1.6
Å and in the ‘‘shifted’’ peroxide state it was taken as 1.33
This change inr e corresponds to an increase in the char
transfer to the adsorbate by approximately 0.2 electron
the peroxide state. This shift in the position of the perox
well results in an increase in the amount of energy requi
to excite the adsorbed oxygen molecule. In the normal c
the excitation from the peroxide state to the superoxide
physisorption states requires 1.7 and 2.2 eV, respectively
the third excitation route the corresponding values for
shifted case are 1.8 and 3.7 eV, respectively. The co
sponding excitation energies from the superoxide state to
physisorption are 0.8 and 1.2 eV for the unshifted and shif
cases.

The time dependence of the accumulated fluxes of
sorptionFdes, and dissociationFdis, are shown in Fig. 3 for
the three excitation schemes. Examination of the results
tained for the first excitation route, ‘‘per→phys,’’ top pair in
Fig. 3, shows a fast initial increase of the direct desorpt
flux for all four cases studied. The rapid initial ejection
adsorbates is followed by a continuous low rate desorp
which is accompanied by an increasing dissociation flux. T
coupling between the physisorption state and the char
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molecular states leads to nonadiabatic transition among t
states which in turn leads to dissociation. Thus, the disso
tion begins a short period following the initial rapid desor
tion, only after the charged states become populated.
situation changes in the second route of excitati
‘‘per→super’’ middle pair in Fig. 3. Here a much mor
gradual increase of bothFdis andFdes is obtained. Moreover
the accumulation of the flux in both desorption and dissoc
tion channels starts at the same time since both channel
coupled to the excited superoxide state. The desorption y
here is lower than the one obtained in the first scheme. T
difference is due to the lower degree of repulsion exp
enced by the desorbate when excited to the superoxide
as compared to physisorption state. The important role of
repulsion in the excited state manifests itself also in
higher desorption yield observed for shifted adsorbates
compared to those unshifted in both excitation schemes.
the two excitation routes ‘‘per→super’’ and ‘‘super→phys,’’
oscillations are observed in both dissociation and desorp
flux. These oscillations reflect the nonadiabatic transitio
that the system undergoes between the various states
consequence of the hole-induced excitation. A clear mani
tation of the nonadiabatic transitions leading to these os
lations can be obtained by examining autocorrelation fu
tions of the wave packet.

The autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 4 exhibits t
time variation of^Pi& on the initial excited state for the ex
citation schemes examined. This quantity can unravel
mechanism responsible for the branching between the di
ciation and desorption channels. Figure 5 shows a typ
variation of^Pi& on all diabatic states obtained for the shift
18O2 case. Following the vertical transition onto the phy
isorption state, a large fraction of the wave packet is ejec

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the wave functions on the four diabatic PES at t
different time values during the systems evolution.
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directly into the desorption channel while another porti
undergoes a nonadiabatic transition to the two charged
lecular states. Subsequent nonadiabatic transitions may
to dissociation or back to the physisorption potential f
lowed by desorption. The second excitation schem
‘‘per→super,’’ has no direct route to desorption. In this ca
both desorption and dissociation occur only after additio
nonadiabatic transitions from the superoxide to the ph
isorption or dissociation states, respectively. As a resul
monotonic increase of bothFdes andFdis is observed.

For the shifted oxygen case, both desorption and dis
ciation start shortly after the excitation while in the unshift
case both processes start at a later time. This differenc
related to the slightly larger amount of energy required
the excitation of a shifted adsorbate. This excess energ
converted, following excitation, to repulsion of the adsorb
from the surface along the surface normal direction. App
ently, this adsorbate–substrate repulsion results in more
ficient desorption as well as dissociation following the tra
sition from the superoxide state to the physisorption a
dissociation states, respectively. Moreover, in all four sim
lations the variation of bothFdis andFdesexhibit clear oscil-
lations which are related to the transition of the system
tween the various diabatic states. This is clearly seen in
4 where the variation of̂Pi& is shown for the shifted perox
ide states of the lighter isotope.

The accumulated flux for desorption and dissociat
shows a clear dependence on the excitation scheme as
as on the adsorbate mass,Mad, and the location of the cross
ing seams between the various PES. The branching ratio
tween the final accumulated desorption and dissociation fl
G, for the various cases examined are summarized in Tab
These results suggest that experimental control of the lo
tion of potential crossing seams via changes in subst
work function,fm , and variation ofMad may allow deter-
mination of the operative excitation scheme. For example
the case of ‘‘per→phys,’’ reducing the magnitude of th
work functionfm results in a fivefold increase in the branc
ing ratio ~for both isotopes! while isotope substitution lead
to an order of magnitude increase ofG. In the other two
excitation schemes, at a givenfm value, an opposite isotop
effect is observed. The discussion above suggests that a
surement ofG will exhibit marked isotope effects that see
to be nonregular, see Table I. These branching ratio va
tions are related to the modes into which the energy is tra
ferred during the hole induced excitation. The vertical tra
sition in the three excitation schemes leads to configurati
with different distortions compared with the equilibrium co
figuration in the excited state. The physisorption and the t
charged molecular states correspond to different equilibr
distances in both O2–surface and O–O coordinates. Th
molecule–surface equilibrium distance,Zeq, for the peroxide
state is the shortest, while the longestZeq corresponds to the
physisorption state. The situation is reversed in the cas
molecular equilibrium separation. Here the peroxide st
corresponds to the largest value while the physisorption c
responds to the shortest. The position of the adsorbate on
excited surface, following the hole transfer, determines
amount of energy channeled into these two modes. This

ee
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of the accumulated flux to desorption and dissociation for the different excitation schemes. Notice the scale variance bn the
different channels.* O2– s represent a shifted peroxide state.
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be the same for both isotopes. The isotope dependenc
introduced through the vibrational frequencies of the t
excited modes. For the lighter isotope the amplitude of
bration, for a given energy, will be smaller then the cor
sponding value for the heavier isotope. The isotope dep
dence ofG is determined by the distortion relative to th
equilibrium separations on the various potential surfaces
lowing the hole transfer to the adsorbate. Hence it is
pected that behavior similar to the one predicted here wil
observed experimentally.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A quantum mechanical model representing competit
between desorption and dissociation due to the displacem
mechanism proposed by Lee, Rettner, and Auerbach11,12was
examined. The calculations indicate that at least three ty
of hole induced excitation schemes can be responsible for
experimentally observed desorption. Moreover, in all ca
examined both desorption and dissociation channels are o
and operative. We find that the relative importance of th
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two channels~branching ratio! is a sensitive function of the
excitation scheme, the substrate work function, and the
sorbate mass. The results described above indicate that
surements of the branching ratio between desorption and
sociation as a function of the work functionfm and the
adsorbed massMad may allow experimental determination o
the excitation scheme. The results described above co
spond to two-dimensional simulations. This reduced dim
sionality does not allow to examine the angular distribut
of the desorbing particles. In general, electronic induced
sorption is expected to promote angular distributions pea
along the surface normal.28 The desorbates angular distrib
tions in the experiments that lead to the proposition of
displacement mechanism11,12 exhibit a broad cosu-like dis-
tribution. The broad angular distribution may be related
the long-range Coulomb repulsion between the charged
lecular adsorbate and the ion formed by the adsorption o
atom in a nearby site. Hence the calculation of the ang

FIG. 4. Variation of the autocorrelation function on the initial excited st
for the different excitation schemes.
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distribution requires the addition of a third coordinate t
gether with the explicit inclusion of adsorbate–adsorbate
pulsion in the simulation. The hole induced desorption~and
dissociation! discussed here may play an important role in
variety of systems. Some photoinduced processes on s
surfaces may exhibit similarities to the system describ
above. For example, the desorption of oxygen molecules
lowing irradiation of O2 /Ni~110! system may be partially
due to hole induced desorption. In this case the irradiat
leads to the dissociation of adsorbed oxygen molecules.
dissociation fragments, oxygen atoms, migrate along the s
strate until their excess translational energy is dissipated.
experimentally observed desorption of molecular oxyg

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the wave packet projection on the different el
tronic PES for the shifted18O2 case in the three excitation schemes.

TABLE I. Branching ratio between desorption and dissociation for the v
ous cases investigated.

‘‘per→phys’’ ‘‘per→super’’ ‘‘super→phys’’

16O2 5000 180 6.9
16O2 shifted 1666 5.3 6.2
18O2 7600 0.7 108.3
18O2 shifted 6000 6.3 12
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may be related to collisions between a hot O atom an
neighboring molecule. However, another possibility, is th
the charge transferred to the O atom upon its adsorption
sults in the formation of a hole which leads to desorption
a neighboring molecule via the displacement mechanism29

A hole induced process may also be the explanation of
observed large isotope effect in the photoinduced reactio
O1CO.30,31
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